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JOTTINGS FROM COBRA CORNER
Dear Member,

Once again I must apologise for a late Journal, but my
sojourn in the wilderness of Wankie District was longer than I an-
ticipated and I was not able to prepare this issue until my return
to Salisbury. Three months in Wnnkie District proved most rewe.rding
from the herpetological standpoint, and I obtained 500 specimens
from this previously poorly collected area.
I joined the National Museums of Southern Rhodesia as Assistant

Keeper of Zoology on 1st June. For the past month I have been sort-
ing out material at the Bulawayo and Salisbury Museums. On 1st July
I leave for the Z.S.S.A. Synopsium on Animal Distribution at Port
Elizabeth with Dr, C.K.Brain, returning about the middle of the
month. I then move to Umtali to fit out my new office and laboratory
in the Umtali Town House. There was no room for me in the present
Umtali Museum bUilding, but we hope that work on the new Umtali
Museum will begin in a few months time.
I have a number of papers in preparation and I a in urgent need

of specimens of Natriciteres olivacea, particularly from populations
at present regarded as M.Q.uluguruensis in Nyasaland and the
ing territories. For a j oint paper on the variation in Mabuya .. '
striata by Dr. C.K.Brain and myself, specimens of this COllllllon liz-
ard are required from throughout its range. Small specimens of
Crocodylus and adult skulls are required from Northern Rhodesia, so
that this order may be covered in the Checklist of the N.R.reptiles.
Information on the distribution of Crocodylus cataphractus (Slender-
snouted Crocodile) in Northern Rhodesia is needed. This western
species has been recorded from Lake lVIweru (BredO) and I have an un-
confirmed report of it in the upper Kafue near the Congo border.
I am preparing a new book, "A Guide to the Snakes of Central

Africa", to be pUblished early in 1962. I am including line drawings
of head shields for the 82 species found in the Federation and ad-
joining territories, together with a few colour plates and numerous
black and white photographs; Live specimens of many of the rarer
species are still requjred for photography.
Although there are still many problems in taxonomy and

ion to be solved, studies on ecology and behaviour are becoming more
and more important. In this issue we welcome Dr. C.K.Brain as a
contributor, and his excellent article on Chamaeleo dilepis shows us
how much we still have to learn about even our commones-s :reptiles.
J:his is a field wherein H.A.R. members can make an important con--
tribution to our herpetological knowledge. A field notebook should
be carried by every H.A.R. member wherever he goes. Brief notes of
reptile and amphibian behaviour, together with date, time, wea-;;her
conditions, locality, description of bFlbitat, etc, ma;y prove
valuable when collated a+ a later date.
Some useful observations can also be made on captive specimens,
butit is far better to keep a few specimens in captivity and
after them properly than to have a large unwieldy collection with
a high mortality rate (the basic drawback to a Snake Park). With a
small selective collection it is possible to give the animals inGiv-
iduaJ.. 8.-tt0ntion and t.o k",,,,p Q,ccurate records of diet, behaViour,

of grow-th, et·C. - Good Hunting,
Dcm<lld G. Broadley, Hon. Secretary.
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A PROVISIONAL CHECK l<IST OF THIi1 SNA.,.T\ES OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAJ))l),

Tvphlops delalandii Schlegel Delaland's Blind-Snake
Tvphlops schleRelii Bianconi Schlegel's Blind-Snake
Local race: (Peters)

Typhlops schmidti Laurent Schmidt's Blind-Snake
Typhlops tettensis (Peters) Tete Blind-Snake
Local race: T:1.obtusus Peters

Typhlops gracilis Sternfeld Slender Blind-Snake
LEPTOTYPHLOPIDAE
Leptotyphlops conjuncta (Jan) Jan's Black Worm-Snake
Leptotvphlops emini (Boulenger)Emin's Black Worm-Snake
Leptotyphlops scutifrons (Peters) Peters' Black Worm-Snake
Leptotyphlops longicauda (Peters) Long-tailed Worm-Snake
BOIDAE

I

1*

* I* "
*1* *
1*1* !*

African Python

ENGIJISH NAMES FOR By
by * in the columns on right.
1 = Southern Rhodesia;
2 = Northern Rhodesia.
3 = Nyasaland.

INOORPORATING PROPOSED
Distribution
Key to columns. Column

Column
Column

TYPHLOPIDAE

Python sebae (Gmelin)
COLUBRIDAE
COLUBRINAE
Lycodonomorphus bicolor (Gunther)Lake Tanganyika Water-Snake
Lycodonomorphus rufulus (Lichtenstein) Brown Water-Snake
Local races: (Lichtenstein)

Loveridge
(Boulenger)

Boaedon (Boie) Common Hou?e-Snake
Local race: (Boie)

Boaedon olivaceus (Dumeril) Gaboon Water-Snake
Lycophidion capense (A. Smith) Cape Wolf-Snake
Local race: (A. Smith)

Mehelya capensis (A. Smith) Cape File-Snake
Local race: (A. Smith)

Mehelya nyassae (Gunther) Nyasa File-Snake

( ,



Limnophis bicolor (Gunther) Striped Swamp-Snake
Natriciteres olivacea (Peters) Olive Marsh-Snake
Local races: !.Q.olivacea (Peters)

!.Q. uluguruensis (I,overidge)
Meizodon semiornata (Peters) Semiornate Snake
Philothamnus hoplogaster (Gunther) Southeastern Green-Snake
Philothamnus ornatus Bocage Ornate Green-Snake
Philothamnus irregularis (Leach) Western Green-Snake
Local race: (Leach)

Philothamnus heterolepidotus Slender Green-Snake
Philothamnus semivariegatus (A. Smith) Bush-Snake
Local race: (A. Smith)

Scaphiophis albopunctatus Peters Grey Beaked-Snake
Local race: .§.'!20.albopunctatus Peters

Prosymna sundevallii (A. Smith) Sundevall's Shovel-snout
Prosymna lineata (Peters) Nbzambique Shovel-snout
Prosymna ambigua Bocage Black Shovel-snout
Local races: (Pfeffer)

Hewitt
Pseudaspis cana (Linnaeus) Mole Snake
Duberria lutrix (IJinnaeus) Slug-eater
Local races: Broadley

(Boulenger)
BOIGINAE
Boiga blandingii (Hallowell) Blanding's Tree-Snake
Dipsadoboa werneri (Boulenger) Werner's Tree Snake
Loca,l race: (IJoveridge)

Telescopus semiannulatus (A. Smith) African Tiger-Snake
Local race: (A. Smith)

Crotaphopeltis hotamboeia (Laurenti) Herald Snake
Local races: Q.Q.hotamboeia (Laurenti)

Q.Q.tornieri (Werner)
Chamaetortus aulicus Gunther Marbled Tree-Snake
Local race: Gunther

** *i** *I,oJ<-, * ** *,j I. I
1* *1*

1*1
1**1*1
! I I I
1*1

* I
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Dispholidus typus (A. Smith) Boomslang
Local races: ;Q•.:!!..typus (A. Smith)

;Q•.:!!..kivuensis Laurent
;Q•.:!!..punctatus Laurent

kirtlandii (Hallowell) Vine-Snlli{e
Local races: T.k.oatesii (Gunther)

(A. Smith)
(Gunther) Bark-Snake

1,ocal race: H.[t.nototaenia (Gunther)
Amplorhinus mul timaculatus A. Smi.th Many-spotted Snake
Psammophylax tritaeniatus (Gunther) Three-lined Grass-Snake
Local races: P.t.tritaeniatus (Gunther)- - .

•.:!!..fitzgeraldi Broadley
•.:!!..variabilis Gunther

Rhamphiophis acutus (Gunther) Striped Beaked-Snake
Rhamphiophis oxyrhynchus (Reinhardt) Rufous Beaked-Snake
Local race: R.o.rostratus Peters

Dromophis lineatus (Dumeril & Bibron) Striped Racer
Psammophis sibilans(Linnaeus) Olive Grass-Snake
Local race: (Linnaeus)

Psammophis subtaeniatus Peters Stripe-bellied Band-Snake
Local races: R. §.•. sudanensis Werner

R.§..subtaeniatus Peters
Psammophis jallae Peracca Jalla's Sand-Snake
Psammophis crucifer (DaUdin) Crossed Grass-Snake
Psammophis angolensis (Bocage) Dwarf Sand-Snake
Calamelaps (Reinhardt) Purple-glossed Snake
Local race: Q.ll.miolepis Gunther

Calamelaps ventrimaculatus Roux Barotse Burrowing-Snake
Local races: £.y.ventrimaculatus Roux

Q.y.websteri FitzSimons & Brain
Xenocalamus bicolor Gunther Bicolored Burrowing-Snake
Local race: !.Q.bicolor Gunther



Local race: X.m.mechowii Peters

I
I

**
** *
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Angola Burrowing SnakeXenocalamus mechowii Peters

/Snake
Xenocalamus transvaalensis FitzSimons Transvaal Burrowing
Miodon collaris (Peters) Eastern
Local race: !.Q.christyi Boulenger

Hypoptophis wilsoniBoulenger Wilson's Burrowing Snake
Local race: (Muller)

Aparallactuslunulatus (Peters) Reticulated Centipede-eater
Local race: !.l.lunulatus (Peters)

Aparallactus guentheri Boulenger Black Centipede-eater
Aparallactus capensis A.Smith Cape Centipede-eater
Local races: !.Q.capensis A.Smith

!.Q.punctatolineatus Boulenger
Dasypeltis scabra (Linnaeus) Common Egg-eater
Local race: (Linnaeus)

Dasypeltis medici (Bianconi) Eastern Egg-eater
Local race: !!.'!!l.medici (Bianconi)

ELAPIDAE

(

F,lapsoidea sundevallii (A. Smith) Southeastern Garter Snake
Local race: E.s.decosteri Boulenger

Aspidelaps scutatus (A. Smith) Shield Snake
Local race: (A. Smith)

Boulengerina annulata (Buchholz & Peters) Banded Water-Cobra
Local race: Dollo
haje (Linnaeus) Egyptian Cobra

Local races: (Linnaeus)
N.h.anchietae Bocage

Naja nigricollis Reinhardt Spitting Cobra
Local races: !.g.crawshayi Gunther

!.g.mossambica Peters
melanoleuca Hallowell Forest Cobra

Local race: !'!!l.subfulva Laurent
Hemachatus haemachates (Lacepede) Rinkals



Subspecies
67
71
53
95
100

Dendroaspis angusticeps (A. Smith) Eastern Green Mamba
Dendroaspis polylepis .(Gunther) Black Mamba
Local race: 12.p'.polylepis (Gunther)

VIPERIDAE
Atractaspis congica Peters Congo Burrowing Adder
Local race: !.£.orientalis Laurent

Atractaspis bibronii (A. Smith) Bibron's Burrowing Adder
Local races: !.£.bibronii (A.Smith)

!.£.rostrata Gunther
Causus rhombeatus (Lichtenstein) Rhombic Nightadder
Causus lineatus Laurent Lined Nightadder
Causus defilippii (Jan) Snouted Nightadder
Vipera superciliaris Peters Swamp Viper
Bitis arietans (Merrem.) i'uffadder
Local race: {Merrem)

Bitis gabonica (Dumeril & Bibron) Gaboon Viper
Local race: B.g.gabonica (Dumeril & bibron)

Bitis caudalis (A. Smith) Horned Viper
Bitis atropos (Linnaeus) Berg Adder
Atheris nitschei Tornier Nitsche's Tree-Viper
Local race: !.g.rungweensis Bogert I

I
I

+ * *
* * *

*

*

* * *

* * *

I: I'
I I
iii
! i * 1*j ! i

Species
63
62
48
80
82

TOTALS.
Southern Rhodesia
Northern Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Northern & Southern Rhodesia
Rhodesia & Nyasaland

(

ENGI,ISH COll'IMON NAMES FOR SNAKES, AN APPEAL FOR UNIFORMITY.
By DonaldG. Broadley

While preparing the first draft of my "Guide to the Snakes of
Central Africa", it seems to me an opportune time to try and stand-
ardise the English names used for' our local snakes. I have prepared
a provisional list covering the 82 species found in Central Africa
(incorporated in the above Check List), and I invite comments,
criticisms and suggestions from all H.A.R. members.
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Most of the names proposed are well established and logical,

but some more contraversial ones require discussion.
Dipsadoboa werneri - Loveridge regards shrevei as a race of this

species, but there is some argument concerning the correct genus
for it. It was originally described as a Crotaphopeltis, but
ecologically its affinities seem to be with the arboreal species af
the genus Dipsadoboa. No English name has previously been p:roposed.
Crotaphopeltis hotamboeia - This species is known as the Red-

lipped Snake wherever that colour phase occurs in South Africa, but
as it does not occur north of the Limpopo the task of finding a
suitable vernacular name for all parts of its range is a difficult
one. Southern Rhodesian specimens are white-lipped, but'the upper
labials are often brownish or largely black in Northern Rhodesian
material. In any case the name "\Vhite-lipped Snake" could equally
well be applied to several other species. The alternative name
"Herald Snake" was allegedly coined in honour of the "Eastern
Province Herald" newspaper, hardly a satisfactory method to select
names I Having condemmed the names at present in use, is it possible
to propose a better one?, . '
,The most closely related genus in Central and South America is
Leptodeira, to which hotamboeia was for many years referred. These
noctur nal snakes have a vertical pupil like Crotaphopeltis and
from this feature is derived their English name, "Cat-eyed Snakes".
In Malaya the name "Cat Snake" is given to the arboreal snakes of
the genus Boiga, but this name has not been used for the African
species of this genus.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Crotaphopeltis is its irasc-

ible behaviour when disturbed, when it forms a striking coil,
flattens its head to show off the iridescent black temporal patches,
and strikes viciously if molested. From this behaviour we might
derive names like "Angry Snake" and "Irascible Snake". D.T.Crow has
suggested "Glossy-templed Snake", as the black temporal patches are
the only distinctive markings in this species; it is rather an
unwieldy name, but no worse than "Purple-glossed Snake" for
Calamelaps unicolor.
To sum up, it is certain that the name "Red-lipped Snake" will

continue to be used in South'Africa, wherever this term is applic-
. able. In areas where the red-lipped phase does not occur we are

faced with the following alternatives:
(a) White-lipped Snake, which is unwieldy and not qven diagnostic.
(b) Herald Snake, which is meaningless but well established.
(c) Cat Snake, which suffers from the great drawback of novelty,
refers to a feature which is not diagnostic, but has the advantage
of .conciseness.
(d) Angry Snake,another novelty, which indicates a characteristic

,feature of the snake's behaviour.
(e) Glossy-templed Snake, yet another novelty, but one that points

out the only distinctive markings found in the species.
In my own opinion none of the novel names is good enough to super-

ced the well established name of "Herald Snake" even if it is mean-
ing],essl
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Psammophylax tritaeniatus - Three-lined Grass-Snake, with a direct

translation of the scientific name as a prefix, is rather more dist-
inctive than "Striped Grass-Snake", which could refer to several
species of Psammophis. Apart from being well established among
Afrikaans-speaking South Africans, "Striped Skaapsteker" has nothing
to recommend it, it is a gross libel on an inoffensive species!
Dromophis lineatus - There is no "common name" in use for this

rare species. Lined Snake and Buff-striped Grass-Snake have been
proposed,but neither are diagnostic and the latter is cumbersome.
The generic name is derived from the latin Dromos (= a race course
at Sparta) + ophis (= snake), this was no doubt suggested by the
longitudinal stripes, which resemble the lines dividing the lanes
of an athletics track. "Race-course Snake" is hardly suitable, but
"Striped Racer" combines elements suggested by both the generic and
specific names. There is a remarkable resemblence between the
African back-fanged Dromophis and Psammouhis species and the Amer-
ican non-venomous Racers and Whipsnakes of the genera Coluber and
Masticophis. All this is rather academic as to the layman Dromophis
is .iust another "Grass Snake"!
Psa:nuno¥hiS sibil,ans - "Hissing Sand-Snake" may be a literal trans-

lation 0 the scientific name, but it is most unsuitable for a
shade-loving species which does not hiss! "Olive Grass-Snake" has
been in limited use for many years ( see "Snakes of Uganda" Pitman,
1938), but through persistant use at shows and snake parks during
the past few years it has become well established in Southern
Rhodesia, proving that a well established but unsuitable name can
be supplanted by a better one.
Naja melanoleuca - "Black and White Cobra" is hardly a diagnostic

name. "Black-lipped Cobra" is a better one for the typical form, but
not for the south-eastern race subfulva. "Forest Cobra" seems a
suitable descriptive name for this species, for the typical form
inhabits the Western rain forest and subfulva oC9urs in heavily
wooded savanna or forest patches of Central and Africa.
Dendroaspis polylepis - Although ,lBrown Mamba", proposed by

Loveridge in his East African Check List (1957) is technically
sound, "Black Mamba" is toowell established to change. The black
mouth lining is a good diagnostic character for this species, even
if the snake is never black externallyl

REPTILES AS PREDATORS - AN APPEAL FOR By D.G.Broadley.
Captain C.R.S.Pitman appeals to H.A.R. menillers for data on specific

instances of snakes or lizards preying upon the follOWing animals:
(a) Birds, including fledlings and eggs.
(b) Bats.
(c) Shrews.
The information required is as follows: date, locality, brief

description of habitat, species of predator and prey, name of
observer.
Captain Pitman's original paper on "Snake and Lizard Predators

on Birds" appeared in the Bulletin of the !iritish Ornithologist
Club, Vol.78, pp.82-86(Part I); pp.99-104(Part II); pp.120-124(Part
III), 1958. His paper may be summarised as follows:- .
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African reptiles which are habitual bird predators: Python sebae;

,;g£Y.:x colubrj,nus; Thrasops jp.cksonii, Boiga 1Jlandingii; Dispholidus
typus, Thelotornis kirtlandii; De.sypeltis spp. (eggs), Dendroaepis
epp.; spp.(mainly eggs); QQEputa, Varanus spp.,
Chs.maeleo mellerL
Occasional bird @oluber Spalerophis

dj.adc:ma;: Telescopus dhara; Telescopus semlannul <:\tus.
Rare bird predators: EoaedOn Philothamnus irrep:ularis,

Pseudaspis cana (eggs), Crotaphope1tis hotamboeia, PSEDITillophylax
tritaeniatus; Hhamphiophis Q. rostratus, Psammophis sibilans;
PS2'p;E:T!0phis sub taeniatus, Hems.chatus ha8rnachate s; Ili tis ari et"ns;

gabonica; Agama agama.
Many of the species listed among the habitual bird predators take

only fledglings and eggs, the stap18 diet of both Dispholidus and
and Thelotornis in Rhodesia is chameleons.
In the Eastern Districts of Southern Rhodesia, Eitis gabonica

is a proved predator on poultry. In captivity some specimens prefer
day old chicks to rodents. Rhamphiophis Q. rostratus also takes
day old chicks and small biri"s readily in captivity, more information
is needed on the feeding habits of this species in the wild state.
Records of reptiles eating bats are rare, although a few snakes

are specialised bat predators e.g. The Cuban Boa (Epicrates
angulifer) and a Malayan hat Snake (Elaphe taeniura ridleyi).
Desmond Vesey-FitzGerald found a Telescopus semiaxlrlulatus which had
choked itself when trying to swallow a bat. It seems possible that
some of our larger tree snakes, particularly Dendroaspis, would
take any bats they encountered in hollow trees or rock crevices.

following record is apparently the first instance known of
Ihelotornis taking a bat.
13th January 1961 - Umzilizwe River, below Mount Silinda, S.R.,

an adult ThE lotornis k. CEl ensis caught in a reedbed. This snp.ke
later disgorged a Banana' o.t Pipistrollus nanu§.), a species which
I ho.d been collecting in ban8na groves on the of Mount
Silinda. - D.G.Broadley.
Members are requested to preserve any bats or shrews disgorged

or found in the stomachs of reptiles th()y collect, so ttat they
can be specifically identified. The stomach contents of specimens
killed on the road are often of more interest than the mangled
corpses themselves.
THREE NEW SNAKES ADDED TO THE SOUTHERN RHODESIA LIST. By D.G.B.

In my "Herpetology of Southern Rhpdesia. Part 1 - Snakes." (Bull.
Mus.Comp.Zool., 120,pp.l-100, 1959) I provisionally placed
Chamaetortus .€!:. aulicus and h8.je anchietae on the Southern
Rhodesia list, although no specimens had been collected at that
time. Both forms have reaently been collected in S.R. and Limnophis
bicolor has also been recorded in the colony for the first time.
Limnophis bicolor (UM/H.434), collected at Victoria Falls, S.R.

by National Parks staff. Length 392 (310+82) mrn. Midbody scale rows
19, ventrals 145, anal divided, subcaudals 49; 8 upper lo.bials, the
third, fourth and fifth entering the orbit, 9-10 lower labffials, the
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first 5 in contact with the anterior sublinguals; preocular 1;
postoculars 3; temporals 1+2. Colouration: Above, grey-brown, a
dark dorsal stripe 5 scales wide, fle,nked by light doro-lateral
stripes 3 wide, lowest 3 dorsal scale rows and lateral i
of ventrals medium grey-brown, centre i of ventrals yellow. Bead
dark grey, labials and chin yellow, with dark labial sutures. Head
very like Natriciteres. A containing 4 eggs.
Three specimens of Chamaetortus §;. aulicus have been examined by

me during the past month. The first one (QVM/R.165) was collected
on 22nd April 1961 by the Schools' Explorfltion Society expedition
to Nuanetsi, at Malipati Drift, close to the Mozambique border.
John Boughey (B.A.R.) gives the following notes on the habitat:
"Found at about 10 a.m. by a party working on individual camp sites
on the bank of the Nuanetsi River in degenerate riverine forest.
The bank at this point is fairly steep and the snake was caught
after climbing up a thin tree for .9- few feet. The bank remained
shaded throughout the day and the point of capture was about 20
feet above water level."
_ The second Chamaetortus fell out of a thatched roof at Ruware
Ranch; 75 miles SE of Fort Victoria, suffering from DDT poisoning.
AnthoDY de la Rue (a schoolboy Peterhouse) found it and succeeded
in reviving it. He persuaded the snake to swallow grasshoppers which
he placed in its mouth, later it caught and ate a small frog
(Byperolius .!2.E.). I examined and photographed the snake, but its
owner was not prepared to part with itl
The third specimen was collected by D.Bredenkamp of the Wild Life

Conservation Department in his camp at Birchenough Bridge. This is
now UM/B.749. .
The largest of the three Chamaetortus is QVM/R.165, which measures

412 (320+92) mm. Combined data for QVM/R.165 & UM/H.749, both males:
Midbody scale rows 17(smooth); ventrals 184-192; anal entire; sub-
caudals 85-86; upper labials 7(3&4) in QVM/R.165 and 8(3,4 & 5) in
UM/H.749; lower labials 10 (5); loreal very large, in contact with
eye below the single preocular; postoculars 2; temporals 1+1.
COlouration: Head dark red-brown marbled With white, upper labials
w);lite with brown sutures. Body red-brown with about 40 dark-edged
white cross-bars, flanks marbled in red-brown and whice. Underside
white, posteriorly with faint red-brown lateral flecking, similar
to that found in Dasypeltis scabra.
During three months in Wankie District, I obtained four specimens

of Naja anchietae. Two of these I caught in Wankie National
Park and they are still in captivity. Three of the four cobras agree
wi.th anchietae in having 17 mi.dbody scale rows, the other agrees
with the typical form, having 19 rows.
Two juveniles are preserved - UM/H.388 found DOR 15 miles SSE of

Victoria Falls and UM/B.585 collected by B.Walker at Matetsi River
Bridge, the latter represents the banded phase. V3riation: MSR 17;
V 188-189; anal entire; SC 59; head shields as in typical N.haie,
A 7 foot cobra with 17 MSR was captured at the edge of a-shallow

. pan near Nyamandhlovu Pan, Wankie National Park, it is dark brown
above and yellow below, with the usual broad dark throat band.
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It spreads a typical broad Naja haje "hood". A four foot cobra with
19 MSR was caught a few miles away at Main Camp, this specimen is
black in colour. These cobras feed readily on rats, dead birds and
dead snakes, but refuse to touch toads, which are the staple diet
of Naja Q. haje in Southlc:rn Rhodesia! This is not always the case
with anchietae for the Mf'ctetsi Bridge specimen contained a Bufo
regularis.

THE OCCURRENCE OF MIODON GABONENSIS CHRISTYI BOULENGER IN
NORTHERN RHODESIA. By Desmond Vesey-FitzGerald.
At the time when I published 'The Snakes of Northern Rhodesia and

the Tanganyika Borderlands', Vesey-FitzGerald (1958)l I knew of no
record of Miodon occurring in our area, Pitman (1934). Recently I
have collected several specimens at Abercorn and so a review of the
status of this snake in Northern Rhodesia may be of interest.
Boulenger (1915) described christyi from Uganda. He indicates that

the genus has a western African distribution. The three species that
he records from East Africa being differentiated by characters of
the frontal shield. Pitman (1938) notes that the genus, and christyi
in particular, mainly inhabits rain forest, but only a few specimens
had been collected and nothing was known about its habits.
Loveridge (1944) revised the genus and recognised two species iacanthias (Reinhardt) from West Africa, and gabonensis (Dumeril)

of which the nominate race also occurs in West Africa. The sub-
species christyi Boulenger being recorded, apart from Uganda, in
the Belgian Congo and western Tanganyika, I,overidge (1957). Lover'"
idge originally divided the subspecies of gabonensis on colour
pattern characters (a notoriously 11l1reliable character in snakes),
supported by ventral and subcaudal scale counts. However, there is
such a wide overlap in the figures given that the differences could
not be maintained and in the later work Loveridge evidently regards
the eastern christyi as only a melanistic form of the more western
occurring collaris.
Broadley and Pitman (1960) record Miodon christyi for the first

time in Northern Rhodesia, three specimens of there scanty material
coming from Abercorn. During the last three years I have also obtain-
ed one or two specimens of this rare snake during the rainy season
in Abercorn and the data on them is as follows.
Abercorn township, all specimens caught on surface of ground

(earth roads or surrounds of houses) during wet weather. Variation
(4): Midbody scale rows 15; ventrals average 227 (205-232); anal
divided (character of gabonensis, in lJoveridge' s key).; subcaudals -I
average 16 (14, probably tip of tail damaged - labials
7, 3-4 enter eye; lower labials 6 or 7, the first pair in contact I
behind mentum; no loreal; preocular 1; postocular normally 1 (2 on I
both sides of a juvenile ¥ and on the left side of an adult 0);
temporals 0+1+1 (i.e. the fifth upper labials are in contact with
the parietals, separating postocular and anterior temporal).
Largest(¥) 770 (740+30) mm, smallest with umbilical scar evident)
250 (233+17) mm. The colour of all specimens was uniform glossy black.
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Loveridge (1944) empasises the importance of the relative dimen-

sions of the head shields in his diagnosis of christyi. But these
dimensions seem to be rather variable in the Abercorn material. It
would seem that in the case of most burrowing snakes in which there
is evidently some reduction in the hea,d shieids, the exact measure-
ments are frequently SUbject to variation, and it is suggested
therefore that such characters may be misleading. Geographical data,
combined with the consistant melanistic colouration even of juven-
iles, in this instance, being sufficient for the diagnosis of this
subspecies.
Ecologically the distribution of Miodon is certainly of interest.

As all evidence suggests that these snakes are of West African,
forest origin, the fact that our specimens all came from a cleared
and built-up area within the prevailing Brachystegia and other gen-
era woodland formation may appear to be an anomally. However; there
are relict patches of evergreen forest lying in the drainage lines
in the immediate vicinity, so these snakes may easily be vagrants
fTom this habitat. Moreover, there is considerable evidence that
formerly extensiveforest existed over the high country (5000 feet
or over) which lies between the south end of Lake Tanganyika and the
north end of Lake Nyasa. This forest evidently functioned as a fau-
nal barrier between a northern extension of a southern arid area
fauna, and a southern extension of a northern one. But it at the
same time acted as a corridor for an eastern extension of a western
forest fauna, one member, it seems, being Miodon christyi.
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S01m NOTES ON LIZARDS. By Walter Rose.
In a large vivarium I keep a large Gerrhosaurus validus, a half-

grown Varanus albigularis, two large Cunningham's Skinks from
" Australia and two Scheltopusiks from These last, after

several years, remain quite wild, but feed at their leisure on the
garden snails I keep supplied. The others are quite docile.
The Varanus, which I reared from infancy on shelled garden snails,

now thrives on quite big pieces of raw liver. The other three liz-
ards, though they will occasionally take a piece of liver, and
readily seize such large insects as I can procure, seem essentially
vegetarian. Cooked peas, fresh or tinned, are specially relished,
and a saucerful is speedily cleared. Boiled carrot, spaanspek,
raisins, and grapes are readily taken from a saucer or one's
fingers.
An Acontias plumbeus, kept in another vivarium, after some years

underground, now spends its time on the surface, and, on approach,
rears with open mouth to receive a shelled snail, the height at
which this is held being gradually increased.
By the way, I never keep snakes, as I find that, compared with

lizards, they are singularly uninteresting, unintelligent and mono-
tenous in behaviour.

GREEDY COLLECTORS. By Walter Rose. !
The true herpetologist shares with other students of wild life a I

strong disapproval of the needless killing of any animal, especially i
reptiles. The shooting or bludgeoning of a snake he accounts a thing i
to be deplored, rightly pleading that it fills a useful place in the I
general scheme of things. i
But is not a captured snake or lizard equally taken out of circ- I

ulatiOn?, How many COllector,s capture these far in ''lxcess of their II

real needs as regards study? How many resist the temptation to
gather up all they encounter" and eith,er keep them half-forgotten I
in a vivarium, even a paraffin tin, or dispose of them commercially
for extra pocket money? Such are not true herpetologists.
I cannot see how these practices differ basically in their ult- I

imate effect on our natural fauna from those of the kill-them-on- ,
sight fraternity.
Unless we really want a reptile for some particular purpose and

are prepared to take a lot of trouble looking after it, we should
release it without delay after examination, as the alternative to
leaving it alone altogether.
Editor's Footnote.
If the cap fits, wear it! We in Rhodesia are fortunate in having

a most varied and virtually undisturbed herpetofauna. We are still
finding out what forms do occur in our area and therefore large
series of specimens are heeded for study purposes. Even so, we
would do well to consider the position in the Cape, where man has
decimated the natural flora and fauna. Reptiles and amphibians are
more resilient than most forms, but Hemachatus is on the verge of
extinction in the area and Pseudaspis and Naja nivea are scarce.
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DILEPIS - A Study on its Biology and Behaviour

C. K. Brain
Queen Victoria Ymseum,

Salisbury.

From time to time during the last four years, the writer has
made observations on the natural history of the common flap-necked
chameleon, C. dilepis Leach. The results of these observations are
shortly to be published. Recently, however, it has been found that
a great deal of behavioural variation exists between individuals of
the same species and that conclusions which appeared well-founded
cannot be applied to chameleons over the whole of their ge9graphic
range. In view of this it was decided to present a resume of my
findings to members of the Herpetological Association, many of whom
must be very familiar with C. dilepis, in the hope that comments and
criticisms would be forthcoming. Correspondents allowing their
information to be included in the final publication would, of course,
be gratefully acknowledged there.

EGG-LAYING: When almost due to lay her eggs, a gravid female
chameleon becomes restless and covers a good deal of ground in search
of a suitable digging sit",. Recently disturbed ground is particularly
favoured and digging is always started after rain has softened the
earth. The digging-laying-refilling process normally covers the
better part of two days and one night and the procedure is briefly
as follows: digging starts in the morning and the hole is completed
towards evening; the eggs are then laid immediately and the female
works continuously throughout the night and next morning to close
up the hole again. This is the only instance in the whole of chameleon
behaviour when activity is shown at night.

The hole takes the form of a steeply inclined tunnel,
in length according to the size of the chameleon, but generally
considered deep enough when, while digging, the entire body of the
animal is belowth", surface and only the tail protrudes. Digging,
done <ith the ill-suited fore-feet, is extremelY laborious and th",
loosened pushed backwards .with alternate strokes of the hind
feet. When an immovable stone (or the floor of the cag",) is encountered,
the hole is abandoned and another site selected. It seems possible that
the head is also used for loosening soil from the sides of the excavation
for, when the chameleon emergeS from the finished excavation and reverses
into it to lay her eggs, her head i6 often encrusted with a crown of mud.
The initial stages of filling-in are done by the female headfirst down
the hole and by clawing at the roof of the tunnel she reduces it to an
open excavation. Final filling is done with the female facing away
from the hole, shovelling the loose earth behind her with alternate
strokes of fore and hind limbs on each side. Towards the end of the

jprocess •.•
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process, the chameleon tamps the earth down with up and down
movements of the forelimbs, while one female has been observed
to scatter dry grass and twigs over the site of the filled-in

, . burro'l.

CLUTCH SIZE: Six complete clutches of eggs have been examined
and showed a range in numbers of 10 - 1;2. J<'urther information on
clutch size is urgently required; it WOUld. also be interesting to
know whether the eggs are normally all deposited in one clump at
the bottom of the hole, or whether they form separate layers interspersed
with soil as FitzSimons (1943, "Lizards of South Africa") has reported.
The size of the eggs themselves is somewhat variable. Measurements
of 82 showed a length range of 10.8 - 15.4 rom., 'Thile breadth ranged
from 7.2 - 10.6 mm.

INCUBATION It has been Hell established in the Transvaal
that the normal incubation period is 11 - 12 months there, a remarkably
long time by all reptilian standards, One might expect that the
higher average temperature encountered in the Federation would shorten
the incubation period. Informative comment is invited. In all
observed cases, egg-laying in the Transvaal took place between February
and April, towards the end of the rainy season. Data from the
Federation would be most useful.

HATCHING: Since the incubation period is approximately one year,
the young make their appearance during the late summer. The eggs
hatch and the young chameleons dig their way to the
surface, usually all emerging through a simgle sITall hole made by the
first individual to appear. This is remarkable in that the entire
burden of forcing e,n upward passage appears to fallon one individual,
the remainder simply following the established route. On the
surface, the young chameleons scatter quickly and within a day have
dispersed over an area of perhaps t acre.
BIRTH WEIGHT AND Q:ROW'i'Jl RAT:§: Information is available on birth
weights of chameleons from three clutches. The average of 41 specimens
from these hatchings is 0.8 gms. each, with a range of from 0.7 - 0.9 gms.
At this weight, the chameleon's total length is approximately 6 ems.
Records on chameleon growth rates are urgently reqlired. Personal
observations suggest that contrary to statements in various reference
works, chameleons do not have a very brief life, but grow rather slowly
and probably reach an age of 10 - 20 years. One chameleon kept for
two years after hatching was still a juvenile at that stage and was
certainly not sexually mature.

TERRITORIALITY: O. dilepis is interesting from the ethological point
of view in that it is probably as solitary and anti-social as any animal
could be. Except when very young, one individual will not willingly
tolerate the presence of another .within its sight distance unless mating

lis about •••



is about to occur; when several individuals are confined together
in a cage, their reactions cannot be regarded as normal. C. dilepis
does not have a stable home range throughout its life. It may remain
in one spot for one month or more if the food supply is but
it is then liable to wander on for a considerable distance. While
moving about, its territory may be defined as the area over which it
can see and this area is kept free of other individuals of the same
species. Actual combat is probably extremely rare and most encounters
result in separation after mutual threat displays. These displays
typically result in the retreat of the smaller individual, but
occasionally the vigorous threat of a smaller, highly motivated chameleon
is sufficient to put a much larger one to flight. This is particll1arly
true in the case of a gravid female, who will rout a large male in a
most formidable manner.

The threat attitude of C. dilepis may be described as follows:
the animal turns broadside on and, by flattening its body laterally,
causes a great apparent increase in size. The throat-pouch is expanded,
displaying its interstitial skin and one or both of the occipital
dermal flaps is bent forwards. Black patterning is emphasised and may
spread over the entire body surface. Extreme threat is characterised
by gaping of the mouth, to display its orange interior, by hissing and
by a sideways jerking of the head which seems to represent a ritualised
feeding movement.

Besides increasing apparent size, broadside flattening of the
body serves the purpose of making it difficult for an attacking chameleon
to get a grip on its opponent's body. In non-threat situations, the
same flattening is shown when the chameleon suns itself in the early
morning and when attempting to rid itself of a partly sloughed skin.

DEATH FEIGNING: en several occasions a very small individual has been
introduced into a cage containing a large adult. threat occurs
and the small chameleon retreats rapidly but, finding itself unable to
escape, will typically fall from its perch, turn black and curl up on
the ground with closed eyes. This condition may persist for some time
after the larger chameleon has been removed, but has not been observed
in any other than very young individuals.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM &RECOGNITION: Apart from the fact that adult females
are considerably larger than males, sexual dimorphism is not well-marked
except during the breeding season. The differences can then be summarised
as follows: interstitial skin on the throat pouch is yellow in females
but pearly-white in males; males show a thickened tail-base in which the
hemipenes are accommodated and relatively well-develiliped tarsal spurs.
This last character is a poor one as some females boar tarsal spurs as well.
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Repeated experimentation suggests that there is no
positive recognition of sex in G. dilepis. In spite of this, the
difference in throat colour between sexes is vitally important in
chameleon life. When mating, the males are the only active partners
and the females are more or less taken by storm after mutual threat.
Trials have often shown that a motivated male will attempt to mate
with any other chameleon, regardless of its sex. Should this be a
male however, it will resent the presence of the other mating male upon
its back and turning round, grasp the intruder by mouth over the
vertebral line and throw him to the ground. Towards the end of summer,
males are frequently found to show a series of V-shaped damage marks
along the crests of their backs, which represent the mouth impressions
of other males with whom mating has been attempted.

There is no doubt that contrasted black and yellcw represents
a powerful ,mrning combination to chameleons. During mutual threat,
the yellow of the throat and the black of the body provide this
combination and the two individuals are repelled. In summer this
. occurs in the case of female,female encounters; where male-female
encounters are concerned however, threatening by the male displays only
a white throat and as this is not repulsive to the female, he is often
permitted to approach. When within a reasonable distance, a sudden
rush carries him onto the back of the female and mating follows. It
is most significant to find that the male I s throat is white only during
the breeding season. I was recently able to keep an adult male from
summer through winter and to find that the throat changed from white
to orange. The coloured throat is also characteristic of males before
they become reproductively mature: in fact it is characteristic of
all times when social contact is to be avoided.

HATING AND GESTATION PERIOD: lIihen mating, the male uses either its
left or right hemipenis, depending on from Wllich side the approach has
been made; the female characteristically lies flat along a branch, while
the male holds onto her back with his fore feet. One hind leg is used
to stroke the female's side, a movement which appears to pacify her and
which is synchronous with regular spasms in the male's abdomen. Three
observed matings showed that the pairs remained connected far the following
times: 30 minutes, 33 minutes and 58 minutes. Separation occurred after
the female had started to wander off, dragging the male behind her.
She would then be inclined to turn rapidly upon him and put him to flight
with extreme threat.

Information is badly needed on the gestation f?riod. MW
only accurate observation suggests a time of just under 4 months. A
famale may mate more than once in a swnmer but on each subsequent occasion
shows more and more aggressive reaction. Once gravid she is likely to
assume a constant pattern of orange spots on a brownish-black ground,
which in itself constitutes a warning without the accentuation pharacteristic
of threat. It would be a courage9us and desperate male indeed to attempt
a mating with a female in this condition.

jCOLOURS •••
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COLOUES AND PA'rTERJ'!S: It appears likely that C. dilepis is capable
of a greater range of colour change than is any other African chameleon.
When asleep in the dark, the normal colour is a pale primrose yellow;
this darkens rapiQly by direct photo-chemical effect on exposure to
light and, after passing through a brownish stage, returns to the normal
for the chameleon in its particQlar situation. JU7enile specimens are
capable of a far wider range of colour change than adults: they show
the whole potential of the species and change from green to brown or
black with great rapidity. This great versatility is largely lost
in adults which tend to retain one hue, either greenish or brownish,
irrespective of the colour of the envirorilllent through which they move.
Hales are very often brownish and females green. Research is at
present being done on this subject by Dro Whimster in London, but any
local conTInent will be much appreciated.

HOlJL.11.NG: Information is still scanty on the frequency of moulting
in but the way in which it occurs seems fairly constant
among different individuals. Sloughing is preceded by a general
whitening of the skin over the body and limbs. Loosening occurs first
in the neck region and by moving the head from side to side, a vertical
slit in the dey skin appears there. Head skin is rubbed off on
c01l'Tenient branches and body skin is torn loose "lith the mouth and hind
feet, One individual was seen to eat practically all the sloughed
skin remo'.J8d. A chameleon unable to rid itself l"apidly of its
loosened skin will freqQently threaten strongly even if it is alone
and unmolested. The flattened body and expanded threat assists in
the sloughing process, whj,ch is usually completed within a single day,
although an area of skin may remain attached to the crown of the
head for a considerable period.

FE[DJNg: All herpetologists are familiar with the remarkable way
in which chrorreleons feed by means of their projectile tongues. The
process has been analysed photographically and will be fully described
elsen'There. Befo::e le,unching the tongue at prey. both eyes are focussed
on the target and its C:.istancG is estimated by. means of binocular
rangefinding a Numerous tests bave been done on the accuraoy of
C. diJ.,,Gpis ,Then shooting with one eye covered. Some chameleons will

move their heads about and ?stimate the range by means of
parallax; their accuracy is then hardly impaired. Other specimens
seem incapable of this adaptation and miss the repeatedly unless
both eyes are available.

It seems certain that the staple food of C. dilepis is
grasshoppers although butterflies, dragonflies and spiders are also
much favoured. Information on food preferences in the Federation would
be welcome, particularly concerning the occasional cases when a chameleon
takes vertebrate prey. It is of interest that a chameleon, when
capturing a large insect will aim its tongue at the insect's hoad or
thorax. The insect is then brought back into the chameleon's mouth
head first - a position which greatly facilitates swallowing. Work
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is in progress at present to establish whether recognition of aninsect's head end is innate or whether it is acquired by experience.The recognition of drops of shining water on vegetation is undoubtedlyinborn and chameleons will lick them off from their first day afterhatching. One chameleon of mine tried incessantly to drink the mercurybulb of a thermometer hangiIl,.i; in its cage. This is just another·example of the inflexibility of an innate response.
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